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CUCULCAN AND COMPANY: INDIAN NAJ,1ES 

USED BY MIQUEL ANGEL ASTURIAS 

St. John Fisher College 

The Guatemalan writer Miguel Angel Asturias (1899-1974) 

was awarded the Nobel Prize for literature in 1967 and ranks as 

one of the leading authors of modern Latin American letters. He 

made an extensive study of Mayan scripts and the Quichl language, 

enabling him to translate the Popol !gh (the sacred book of the 

Maya.) into Spanish. His first major literary work, Leyendas de 

Guatemala (1930), is a poetic-prose reinterpretation of Guatemalan 

legends. 

This paper will present an analysis of Asturias' use of 

Indian names for both characters and locations, particularly in 

Leyendas � Guatemala. The names are of Maya. origin predominantly, 

although there also appears to be some influence of Carib and Aztec 

(Nahuatl) a� well. The names to be investigated include that of 

Cuculean. (ICuktilialn, Gucumatz, Quetzalcoatl), the feathered serpent, 

one of the principal del ties of the Indian pantheon. .  Others to be 

included ares Guacamayo, the sun bird; Ts'ite, the coral tree; 
, , . 

Hurakan, the wind god; Xibalba, the place of the dead; and Chin-
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/ chibirin, the yellow flame. It appears that the sound of the 

Indian words is used to add to the authentic native atmosphere of 

the works. As Professor Allen Walker Read has noted about Walt 

Whitman,1 Asturias was also fascinated by the sounds of the Indian 

words and names. Asturias evokes the poetry of mythic origins, the 

mingling of fantasy and reality, dream and illusion, poetry and 

history that is called "magical realism;1' he investigates the 

suggestive power of words that goes beyond their ,mean1ngs,2 

Several problems arise in interpreting Asturias' use of 

Indian names, There were several Maya tribes, such as the Yucatec, 

the Quiche and the Cakchiquel, who s�oke different dialects and 

even different languages, Those tribes which came into contact 

with Aztec and Carib speakers developed new vocabulary entries. 

After the Conquest, the influence of Spanish was very strong, 

particularly in the transcriptions of oral traditions. At the 

conclusion of Leyendas � Guatemala, Asturias provides a glossary 

in which he explains some of his sources and interpretations for 

the names he used, 

The work opens with "el Cuco de los Sue nos que va. 

hilando los cuentos," the wizard of dreams who goes around weaving 

stories, There follows a list of the evocative names of Guatemalan 
/ / cities, some are historical, such as Palenque, Copan, Quirigua, 

Tikal or Iximche ( the ancient capital of the Cakchiquel Ma.ya).3 

Others are so mythical, such as Tulan or Xibalb& ( the place of the 
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dead or of the invisible spirits), that they add an air of mystery 

to the text. This litany of real and imaginary names is one of the 

facets of Asturias' use of "magical realism." Some Spanish place 

names are also offered, such as Santiago, Antigua and AsunciOn 1 

these Christian referents �ontrast with the Maya place names. 

The characters then begin to appear. "Los giiegiiechos" 

are the ancient ones, Jose (:Pon Chepe) and Agustin& (la Nina Tina), 

who are prepared to explain the ways of'the gods. Titilganabl(h is 

an anointed chief r Asturias explains the origin of his name through 

three elements• titil - gana - abah • afeites para los jefes 

(oils far the cniefs).4 

In this first introductory section of the book, several figures 

from creation myths are introduced• Cuero de Oro • Golden Skinr 
"' . 

Monte en un Ave • Mountain Birdr Nido • Nestr Volcan • Volcano or 
/ Smoking Mountaint Cabrak&n • de dos pies, soberbio, temblores • 

/ / . 
two-footed, proud, earthquakes, Hurakan • un pie, corazon del 

cielo • one-footed, .heart of heaven.5 The elements of creation 

are thus left shrouded in mystery. 

The book is then divided into a series of legends which 

are Mayan in origin but which have been tempered by Hispanic and 

Christian elements. One such legend involves a nun, Madre Elvira 

de San Francisco, who is tempted by "el hombre-adormidera,•• a 

strange figure who re�esents the poppy flower, opium, sleep and 

sensuality. The nun overcomes the temptation and the tempter. 
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Her long hair is cutr the tresses become intermingled with "el 

homre-adormidera," who evolves into the figure of "el Cadejo, " a 

sort of snake-devil, a monstrout animal with the hooves of a goat, 

the ears of a rabbit and the face of a bat. 

The next legend is thS. t of "la Ta tuana. •• The name is a 
. 6 variation of "la Ta.tua.da," the tattooed woman. One character, "el 

Maestro Almendro, " ·the almond tree that walks, divided his soul in 

four pieces and gave them to the four directions for safekeeping. 

The directions are represented as colors• East - red 

North - white 

South - yellow 

West - black.? 

The Vest sells its piece of soul ,to ••el Merca.der de Joyas sin 

precio," the merchant of priceless jewels. The remainder of the 

story concerns Maestro Almendro's attempts to recover the piece of 

his soul, with the aid of the mysterious and beautiful Tatuana, 

who has the power of invisibility. This could be a variation of 

the Quiche myth of the goddess Chima.lmat, who was mad.e invisible 
8 by enchantment. 

The next legend involves "el Sombreron," the big ha. t 

or the hat of the devil and its effects on a priest and a small 

boy. Another story describes Atitlin or Lake Atitlan, the place of 

the Grandmother of the Waters, which is still the home of the 

zutuh11 tribe.9 This story describes the arrival of "los hombres 
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" de Ca.stilan," the men of Castile, Spain to "el Lugar Florido, .. the 

flowered place, the land of the Maya. ·Several names which are 

poetic in any translation appear in the next legend. The character 

of Juan Poye is a god who has a namesake goddess in Juana Poye. 

They encounter Crista.lino Brazo de la Cerbatana, the crystalline 

arm of the blow-gun; el Serpiente con Chorros de Horizontes, 

the Serpent with Streams on the Horizon; el RIO de las Garzas 

Rosadas, the River of the rose-colored herons, and la Diosa In-

visible de las Palomas de la Ausencta., the Goddess of the doves of 
,· 

absence. 

The last part of the book presents a mythological play 

concerning the struggle between the forces of day and the forces of 

night. " ' 
Cuculcan is the protagonist; he is the feathered serpent 

god, the god of the sun • .  His name has several interpretations: 
/ Kukulkan, the yellow .lord, the serpent-bird; Gucumatz, the green 

10 snake-bird, Quetzalcoatl, the feathered serpent god. He is 

frequently taunted by Guacamayo, the macaw, the colorful, long-
) 

tail�d bird who is identified as Vucub CaKix (Caquix) , a false god, 
. 11  " a deceiver, the Rainbow of Deceit. Ts'ite is the coral tree or 

pito, the .red beans which wizards use for divining)2 Chinchi-
/ -

birin is "el Guerrero amarillo, " the yellow warrior. Ralabal and 

Huvaravix, Maestro de los Cantos de Vigilia (Master of the Songs of 

the Vigil) are names of gods found in the Anals of Xahil. Ya( or. 

Yia is ''Flor Amarilla, " a yellow flower, the wild, golden anis 
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,;' burned as incense to the gods, who represents a lover for Cuculcan. 

Other named characters are la A buela de los Remiendos, the Grand-
"' mother .of remedies 1 Barbara Barbada, la Tortuga Barbada, the wild, 

bearded. turtle; Blanco Aporreador de los Tambores, the white drum

bee. ter. The other characters are various types of animals who are 

involved in the day/night conflict& pijuyes = lechuzas • owlsr 

tortolitas • turtledoves; tortugas con flecos • turtles with ba.ngs; 

chiquirines • small birds; coches de monte = mountain birds; chupa.-
. , 

mieles • hummingbirds, coyotls • coyotes. 

In other works, Asturias introduces names like Gaspar 

Ilom, which combines Spanish/Christian and Indian elements. He 

also employs the use of the "nahual," the Indian belief in a 

protective animal spirit which is given to each child when it is 

named.1J In su�h later works as Hombre.s de mail:, El senor presi

dente and El � verde,· Asturias turned to more political themes, 

including dictatorship and economic exploitation, yet he continued 

to blend in Spanish and Indian myths ( as in Mulata de Tal). We are 

often unaware of the influence of Latin American Indian languages 

on American Englishc this influence can be seen in such words as 

volcano, hurricane, chocolate, tomato, ocelot and coyote. In the 

works of Asturias, we can see further evidence of this influence. 

This is an area open to comparative literary onomastics. With 

Paul Valery, we can discover the works of Asturias as a. tropical 
14 dream, a Guatemalan elixir for the soul. We can also see in 
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the works of Asturias the interconnections between Sp�.nish and the 

major American Indian languages, such as Aztec and Maya.15 In his 

works, Asturias has shown the wonder of ilames' his skillful use of 

the evocative power of names adds to the attraction of "Magical 

realism." 

Margaret V. Ekstrom 

St. John Fisher College 

(' 
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